Time is life: EpAssistant - a new tool for the automatic identification of anti-HLA antibody epitope specificity in transplant programs.
This work aims to present the expert system EpAssistant, a platform algorithm designed to accurately and automatically identify the EPLETS specificities of anti-HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) antibodies in the sera of transplantation candidates. RESULTS: As preliminary results, we present the development and establishment of the EpAssistant platform. EpAssistant analyses can be performed for Class I (-A, B and C) and Class II (-DR, -DQ and -DP) HLA molecules. EpAssistant automates the EPLETS reactivity analysis process and drastically reduces the time required to produce final results, enabling large-scale data analyses in a simple, inexpensive and rapid manner and facilitating the allocation of donated organs via the EPLETS Virtual Crossmatch (EVxM) system.